The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB in their Annual Reports for 2004. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2004.

### Arts

**Michael Lasater**

- Juror's Award for Flight (2000) and In tempo (2002).

### Biology
Tom Clark


Deborah Marr


James McLister

McLister, James, J. S. Sorensen, and M D. Dearing. “Effects of consumption of juniper (Juniperus monosperma) on cost of thermoregulation in the woodrats Neotoma albigula and Neotoma stephensi at different acclimation temperatures.” Physiological and Biochemical Zoology. 77: 305-312 (April 2004).

Andrew Schnabel


Mary Truex


Business & Economics

Douglas Agbetsiafa


Peter Aghimien


Grant Black


Linda Blodgett


Reza Espahbodi


Mark Fox


Beth Kern


Gary Kern

**Brenda Knowles**

Knowles, Brenda E. “Hints for Adding Color to the Pedagogical Palette.” In Quick Hits for New Faculty: Successful Strategies by Award-Winning Teachers, Cordell et al., eds. 103-109 (2004).

**Raj Kohli**


**Monle Lee**


Jamshid Mehran


Raman Muralidharan


Fred Naffziger


Steve Norton


Larry Phillips


Asghar Sabbaghi


PN Saksena

**Ganesh Vaidyanathan**


**John Withey**


**Bruce Wrenn**


**Chemistry**

**Gretchen Anderson**


**Matthew Marmorino**


**Computer Science**

**Dengfeng Gao**

**Vasile Rus**


Rus, Vasile and Alex Fit-Florea. “A Model for Identifying the Underlying Logical Structure of Natural Language” Proceedings of The Pacific International Artificial Intelligence Conference. (September 2004).

**Ruth Bolotin Schwartz**


**David Surma**


**Dana Vrajitoru**


Vrajitoru, Dana and R. Mehler. “Multi-Agent Autonomous Pilot for Motorcycles.” IEEE Region 4

**Education**

**Ni Chang**


**Karen Clark**


**Susan W. Cress**


**Meryl Domina**

Domina, M. “The Application of John Dewey’s Ideas to an Inner City Alternative High School.” *Education and Culture*. **XX**:1 14-23 (Spring 2004).

**Marsha L. Heck**


**Myung-Sook Koh**

**Kwadwo Okrah**


**Naomi J. Petersen**


**Denise Skarbek**


**Bruce Spitzer**


**English**

**Rebecca Brittenham**


**Kate Egerton**


**April Lidinsky**


**Elaine Roth**

Roth, Elaine. “‘I Just Want to be a Decent Citizen’: Melodrama as Political Appeal in Erin Brockovich.” *Feminist Media Studies* 4:1 (2004).


**Margaret Scanlan**


**Miriam Shillingsburg**


**Foreign Languages**

**Bridget (Tammy) Fong-Morgan**

Lesley Walker


History

James Allegro


Jonathan Nashel


Isabel O’Connor


Dmitry Shlapentokh


**Patrick Furlong**


**Library**

**Rosanne Cordell**


Julie Elliott


Gale, Crystal and Julie Elliott. ”From Angst to Zest: Empowering the Non-Traditional Student (program summary)” LIRT News (September 2004). http://www3.baylor.edu/LIRT/lirtnews/2004/sep04.pdf


Michele C. Russo


Russo, Michele C. “Book an Appointment @ Your Library.” In Quick Hits for New Faculty: Successful Strategies by Award-Winning Teachers, ed. Rosanne M. Cordell, Betsey Lucal, and Robin Morgan. 82-85 (2004).

Mathematical Sciences

Anne Brown


Yi Cheng


Michael Darnel


Zhong Guan


Michael Kinyon


Morteza Shafii-Mousavi


Philosophy
Louise Collins


Physics

Jerry Hinnefeld


Ilan Levine


Monika Lynker


Henry Scott


Political Science

Elizabeth Bennion


Linda Chen


Chen, Linda. “Why Would a Professor Have you Read THAT Book: The Vagina Monologues as a Teaching Text?” Radical Pedagogy. 6 (Winter 2004).

Neovi Karakatsanis


Psychology

Catherine Borshuk


Borshuk, Catherine. “An Interpretive Investigation into Motivations for Outgroup Activism.” The Qualitative Review. 9:2 300-319 (June 2004).

Frank Fujita

**John McIntosh**


**Carolyn Schult**


**Sociology**

**Johnnie Griffin**


**Mike Keen**


**Betsy Lucal**


Lucal, Betsey. “Course Participation and Self-Grading.” In *Quicks Hits for New Faculty: Successful...*
Strategies by Award-Winning Teachers, Cordell et al., eds. 21 (2004).

Lucal, Betsey. “Getting Students to Talk – From Day One.” In Quicks Hits for New Faculty: Successful Strategies by Award-Winning Teachers, Cordell et al., eds. 59 (2004).

**Daniel Olson**


**Scott Sernau**


Sernau, Scott. “Paired Teaching.” In Quicks Hits for New Faculty: Successful Strategies by Award-Winning Teachers, Cordell et al., eds. 80-81 (2004).


**Rebecca Tostrick**


**SPEA**

**Otis Grant**


**Leda Hall**


Hall, Leda McIntyre, “The Leadosaurus Task Force: An Educational Project to Identify and Remediate Lead Poisoning in the Muessel School Neighborhood.” *Applied Environmental Education and*
Communication 3:3 183-190 (August 2004).

**Douglas Singh**